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By Penny Gerner

Brolga Publishing Pty Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Return to Amoora, Penny
Gerner, When Anne's parents decide to return to the holiday town of Amoora for their summer
holiday, so much has changed. Anne is no longer a young girl discovering the coast for the first
time, when she learned to surf, sail and catch fish.Now she is 15, and starting to understand the
adult world and her place in it. She and John, the local boat-owner's son, renew their friendship and
together they stumble upon a tragedy that will affect the whole town, explore a sacred Aboriginal
site and experience a terrifying Australian bush fire.Return to Amoora is a young-adult novel and
sequel to Anne's Holiday which follows Anne's experiences at Amoora some years earlier.
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ReviewsReviews

This is basically the very best book we have go through until now. I have got read and i also am confident that i am going to gonna study once again again
in the future. I am just very happy to inform you that this is basically the very best ebook we have read inside my own life and might be he very best
publication for at any time.
-- Ang us Hickle-- Ang us Hickle

This ebook will not be simple to start on looking at but really enjoyable to read. It is one of the most awesome book we have study. Your life span is going to
be transform when you complete looking over this pdf.
-- K a yla  Gutkowski-- K a yla  Gutkowski
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